Ghetto Warz IV: Straight Outta Compton Scattering
Theme Packet by UCLA A (M. Decker, C. Galiher, K. Lai, J. Turetzky, D. Wynne)

COMPILER’S NOTE:: A side effect of having one member of the team write down the answers to all the questions at CBI Regionals 2007 was that we could go back through them and see if it was possibly to construct an academic packet reasonably balanced between subcategories using only the answer space of the questions we heard during that tournament.  Our conclusion, after writing this packet: no.  This is partially due to the lack of 3-part bonuses, but those can be and were worked around by adding a third part. More problematically, we noticed a 0/0 physics distribution and 0/0.5 mythology distribution over the entire tournament.  We conjecture this is because black people don't make contributions to physics and "Brer Rabbit" doesn't count for mythology.


1Tom Wolfe called him, along with Norman Mailer and John Irving, one of his "three stooges" a treatment of his novella Your Shoes Too Big to Kickbox Good, written for Krusty the Klown, is rumored to be making the rounds.  The first film, based on a novel about a basketball star, starred James Caan and sank without a trace; the more successful by far featured Jack Nicholson as the devil in a New England town.  FTP, name this Pulitzer Prize-winning author of those novels, Rabbit, Run and The Witches of Eastwick.
ANSWER: John Updike

2Born a peasant in Tauresium, a town in modern day Macedonia, he was raised by his uncle, a general named Flavius Justinus.  He later became an emperor, and is considered a great one, despite nearly losing his throne during the Nika revolt, when supporters of various chariot racing teams rioted.  He was able to retain his position due to the valiant efforts of his own generals, Mundus and Belisarius.  FTP identify this emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire who ruled from 527 to 565, most famous for his revisal of the Corpus Juris Civilis.
ANSWER: Justinian I or Flavius Petrus Sabbathius Justinianus

3A reality television show starring one of this group’s members is set in Saddle River, New Jersey.  They performed the Wrestlemania Rap at Wrestlemania V and their “The Kings” is the theme for WWF wrestler D-Generation X (or so Wikipedia tells me).  This group started on Profile Records as a duo, releasing “Sucker MC’s” on the back side of “It’s Like That”.  An ex-basketball teammate of one of the members joined as Jazzy Jase, and the trio recorded such albums as King of Rock and the triple-platinum Raising Hell.  Best known for their cover of Aerosmith’s “Walk this Way”, FTP, identify this group largely credited with bringing hip-hop into the mainstream.
ANSWER: Run-DMC

4The original one was formed in Kweilin during the Second World War.  The founder of its second incarnation is the first of its members to die, doing so before getting a chance to meet the daughters she had abandoned.  Another member, at the behest of her husband, changes her name to “Betty” and is secretly convinced that she has lost her spirit.  Lindo escapes an arranged marriage through a clever plot and later has a chess-playing daughter.  An-mei has seven children, the youngest of whom drowns in an accident at a beach.  FTP, the aforementioned women play mahjong in what novel, a collection of vignettes by Amy Tan?
ANSWER: The Joy Luck Club

5Its Hill sphere is 1.5 million kilometers in radius, while its albedo is 0.367.  The point furthest from its center is the summit of an inactive composite volcano, not, as might be expected, the summit of its tallest mountain.  The high iron content of its core contributes to its relatively strong magnetic field, which is believed to undergo periodic reversals about every quarter million years.  Greenhouse gasses in its atmosphere include carbon dioxide, water vapor, methane, and ozone, which keep surface temperatures significantly higher than would be expected given its distance from the Sun.  Its oxygen-rich atmosphere and oceans of liquid water make it capable of sustaining life.  FTP, identify this planet, often depicted as a “blue marble,” which orbits the Sun at a distance of 1 A.U. 
ANSWER: Earth

6One of its leaders was a dark horse candidate for the 1860 Republican nomination as a member of the then-defunct Free Soil party.  This company’s other officers included Mark Hopkins and Charles Crocker, and its most notable achievement was authorized in sections 9 and 10 of a bill signed July 1, 1862, and the Nevada silver rush caused it to employ thousands of Chinese immigrants. FTP, identify this railroad company often associated with Leland Stanford that laid the western end of the first Transcontinental Railroad.
ANSWER: Central Pacific Railroad Company

7Its inner section is composed of cells similar to sympathetic ganglia, except they lack axons and secrete hormones into the blood.  These hormones are catecholamines, though only a small fraction is dopamine.  The human body contains two of these organs, one situated above each kidney, and each can be divided further into a cortex and a medulla.  FTP, identify these endocrine glands that primarily secrete norepinephrine and epinephrine.
AnSWER: adrenal glands

 8His granddaughter Anne Baxter’s supporting performance for The Razor’s Edge made him the only notable man of his profession from an Oscar-winning family. His design for a mile-tall tower, The Illinois, in Chicago, was ultimately rejected due to fears of oscillation, though similar structures would later be constructed by others. His son also proved a marketable innovator, creating the perennially popular Lincoln Logs in 1916.  In an episode of The Simpsons, a song sung by Apu attributes the design of Marge’s hairdo to this man.    FTP, name this Wisconsinian architect of the Johnson Wax Building, the New York City Guggenheim Museum, and Fallingwater.
ANSWER: Frank Lloyd Wright

9Its seventeenth canto was left unfinished as its author died while writing it.  The first canto tells of the protagonist’s affair with Julia, the wife of his mother’s own love interest, Alfonso.  After this is discovered, the protagonist is sent on a voyage to Cadiz.  In what is likely an attempt at humor, this city is rhymed with the word ladies, a mispronunciation theme that is carried on throughout the work, including rhyming the title character’s name with the words “true one”.  FTP, identify this poem by Lord Byron, which inverts the typical view of the titular womanizer by having numerous women seduce him.
ANSWER: Don Juan

10 Omar Sharif played him in an eponymous 1969 film with a 3.5 rating on IMDb, which might have been due to the improbable casting of Jack Palance as his commander.  Stephen Soderbergh directs Benicio Del Toro as this man in a pair of biopics set to be released in 2008, four years after Walter Salles directed a film starring an actor who played him in 2002 earlier in a made-for-TV-movie.  For ten points, name this political figure played recently by Gael Garcia Bernal in The Motorcycle Diaries, set before he joined Fidel Castro in the overthrow of Fulgencio Batista’s Cuban dictatorship.
ANSWER: Ernesto “Che” Guevara de la Serna

11Hardyck and Petrinovich observed an intrinsic bias against these people, who are often accused of being communists or devil worshippers as children.  They are coveted at setter in volleyball for the force and fluidity of their dumps, but only Jack Squires has played more than 300 games at catcher, due to their difficulties in throwing out runners.  Estimates place this group of people as comprising about ten percent of the population, which means they significantly outnumber Ivy League graduates.  FTP, identify these people who have to use special scissors and are sometimes referred to as “southpaws”.
ANSWER: left-handed people or left-handers or equivalents (comedy 15 points for early “Ivy League graduates”)

12Hilbert’s seventh problem asks whether the Gelfond-Schneider constant and Gelfond’s constant are this.  Liouville’s constant, which is defined by the infinite sum from 1 to infinity of 10 to the negative n factorial, was the first one to be shown to be of this type.  It is not known whether Apery’s constant and the Euler-Mascheroni constant are.  Hardy and Wright proved that sine of 1 and natural log of 2 are of this type.  FTP, identify this group of irrational numbers that are not the root of any polynomial with integer coefficients, better known examples of which include pi and e.
ANSWER: transcendental numbers (do not accept or prompt on anything else)

13His “father” is commonly referred to as “Doctor,” despite the fact that he dropped out of school and never earned a doctoral degree.  He learns to read exceptionally quickly, despite receiving no direct instruction, and thus is able to read The Sorrows of Young Werther and Paradise Lost, two works he stumbles across while wandering in the forest. He earns the appellations “fiend,” “demon,” and “wretch” after causing the deaths of his creator’s friends and family, then eventually goes off to the North Pole and dies.  FTP, identify this eight-foot-tall, black-haired, hideous creature, not to be mistaken for his creator, Victor.
ANSWER: Frankenstein’s monster

14If this were ACF we’d start with a clue about how he had an impressive stolen base success rate of 14% in 1958 after being traded by Cincinnati, or how his misplay of Jim Northrup’s fly ball more or less lost his team the 1968 World Series.  But, we’re instead going to focus on the 1969 trade that sent this seven-time Gold Glove winner and Tim McCarver, among others, to “the nation’s northernmost southern city”, the racist hotbed of Philadelphia, where he refused to report, suing Major League Baseball instead.  FTP, identify this Cardinals center fielder who challenged baseball’s reserve clause and famously lost, the symbolic father of free agency.
ANSWER: Curt(is) Charles Flood

15The maxim emblazoned over the head of Leo the Lion in the MGM logo reflects this artist’s personal attitude toward art, a philosophy expounded upon in his books Ten O’Clock Lecture and The Gentle Art of Making Enemies.  When his friend Oscar Wilde responded to one of his aphorisms with “I wish I had said that,” this man replied “You will, Oscar.  You will.”  A staunch polemicist in public life, he took to signing his compositions with a symbol of a butterfly with a stinger for a tail, such as Nocturne Trafalgar Square Chelsea Snow, and Symphony in White, No. 3.  FTP, name this artist of Arrangement in Gray and Black: Portrait of the Artist’s Mother.
ANSWER: James McNell Whistler

16Dilute solutions of its nitrate were once used as disinfectants, and it has two stable isotopes and at least twenty-eight known radioisotopes, none of which have any biological significance in humans.  Its most common oxidation state is +1, but a +2 state is observed in its fluoride salt and a +3 in its persulfate salt.  In its soluble form, it is one of the few elements able to precipitate chlorine.  It is has the highest electrical conductivity of all metals, as well as the highest thermal conductivity.   FTP, identify this precious metal with atomic number 47, which lies just above gold on the periodic table.
ANSWER: silver

 17Robert of Ketton translated it into Latin, and Alexander Ross was the first to translate it into English  Its etymology comes from a masdar meaning “to recite”, which may connote diligent reading.  It is largely organized by length, with most shorter chapters at the beginning and most longer chapters at the end.  Those chapters, or suras, can be further divided into verses, or ayat.  FTP, identify this “most important book in Arabic”, the basic scripture of Islam.
ANSWER: Qu’ran or Koran or Quran or reasonable other spelling translations

 18It has beeen indirectly linked with a rise in childhood obesity and has been criticized for a provision which forbids the reduction of state or federal funding for the Boy Scouts of America.  In 2005, Utah passed a bill into law that would ignore provisions of this law conflicting with existing state policy, to which the federal government threatened to withhold funding.  These objections stemmed from what governor John Hunstman called impractical instructions for race-based instruction and reduced time for all subject matters.  These complaints were aimed at, FTP, what education bill, passed in 2001, mandating improvement across all areas for America’s public schools?
ANSWER: No Child Left Behind Act


19It was first “discovered” on expeditions led by Byron Cummings and William B. Douglass, and more expeditions to it were led in the 1920s by Charles Bernheimer.  It became a National Monument in 1910, but the 1956 authorization of dam construction near it threatened its very existence.  A 1985 study showed that the construction of Lake Powell had not weakened it, although it is forbidden to swim under it as the Navajo and Paiute consider it a symbol of fertility.  FTP, identify this world’s longest natural bridge, located in Utah.
ANSWER: Rainbow Bridge (National Monument) (prompt on “Navajo Mountain”)

20 Considered by the falsafa movement as the height of philosophy, this thinkers’ works are often discussed in the present day in terms of their Bekker-numbered pages.  In one major work, he describes wisdom as the possession of knowledge of everything, not in detail, but the general understanding of why things are.  In another work, he focuses on virtues, of which Justice is the only one that merits an entire book.  That work on Ethics was named after his son, Nicomachus.  FTP, identify this Greek philosopher, founder of the Peripatetic School, and student of Plato.
ANS: Aristotle or Aristoteles


BONII
Sift through even more blatantly misleading information about Sherpas and identify these African countries FTPE.
(10) This isn’t a keyword on IMDB for the movie Sahara, despite being the setting for like half the movie.  The Sherpa Sanctuary of Timbuktu was violated after the empire that shares its name with this country fell, so the capital is now at Bamako.
ANSWER: Mali
(10) The Kanem state shared between this country and Nigeria was probably founded circa AD 700 when Yemeni migrants led by Charles Meigs overran the indigenous Sherpas of the Sand Dunes.  It still has enough balls to stand up to Qadaffi over the Aozou Strip.
ANSWER: Chad
(10) The Kathmandu Books and Shangri-La Restaurant that provide 99% of the jobs for expatriate Sherpas in Davis wanted us to remind you to get a “free regular drink with purchase of regular sandwich or salad” on your next visit to this small West African country sandwiched between Ghana and Benin.
ANSWER: Togo

Answer these questions about famed literary transportation, FTPE.
(10) The name of the titular vehicle which bears Blanche Dubois toward the residence of Stanley and Stella Kowalski
ANSWER: Desire
(10) The Desire line takes Blanche part of the way to Elysian Fields, a neighborhood in this Southern city.
ANSWER: New Orleans
(10) To reach Elysian Fields, Blanche must transfer to a second streetcar with this grim name.
ANSWER: Cemetery

Dutch queens have a weird habit of abdicating.  FTPE:
(10) This is the current queen of the Netherlands.  Unfortunately, she doesn’t have any daughters she can pass the throne to, so the Dutch are going to have to get used to a King again once she realizes it’s okay to abdicate.
ANSWER: Beatrix
(10) She abdicated in 1980, giving the job to Beatrix.  She would live another 24 years
ANSWER: Juliana
(10) We could ask about Queen Emma, the regent from 1890 to 1898, but we’ll be nice and ask about this queen during World War I and II who started the abdication tradition in 1948.
ANSWER: Wilhelmina

Answer the following about aberrant AL MVP voting FTPE:
(10) In 1982 Reggie Jackson prevented this man from sweeping every first-place AL MVP vote; in 1989 he edged out Ruben Sierra for a second award despite the only first-place MVP vote ever cast for Carney Lansford.
ANSWER: Robin Yount
(10) In 1980 the forgettable Rick Cerone earned a first-place AL MVP vote, as did Willie Wilson, who that year set the major league record for at-bats, but enough writers had enough common sense that the award went to this Royal who flirted with .400 for most of the season.
ANSWER: George (Howard) Brett
(10) In 1973, Reggie Jackson swept all 24 first-place votes for AL MVP, but this record-setting man finished in 17th place, one point behind teammate Frank Robinson, who hit an unspectacular .266.  He also finished second in Cy Young voting, the highest he would ever finish.
ANSWER: (Lynn) Nolan Ryan Jr.

God can be pretty wrathful.  FTSNOP:
(5,5) These two cities were famously destroyed by fire and brimstone in Genesis, ostensibly for the sins of their inhabitants.  Name them, 5 each.
ANSWER: Sodom and Gomorrah
(10) Lot, the only righteous man in Sodom, had moved there at God's command from this other Biblical land.
A: Canaan
(10) Give the name of either of the other two cities destroyed along with Sodom and Gomorrah.
ANSWER: Admah or Zeboim

Name the mythological deity, 30-20-10 (Check Facts) 
(30) He is said to have ruled over the Golden Age of Man with his wife Ops.
(20) The son of Uranus and Terra, he is associated with agriculture and the harvest.  A namesake feast was celebrated in his honor around the winter solstice.
(10) The Roman counterpart to Cronus, he was overthrown by his son Jupiter and is the namesake of the sixth planet from the Sun.
ANSWER: Saturn (do not prompt on “Cronus” as the 30-point clue is uniquely Roman)

Name these romantic-era authors, FTPE:
(10) He was expelled from Oxford for publishing The Necessity of Atheism, though he is better known for such works as The Masque of Anarchy and Adonais.
ANSWER: Percy Bysshe Shelley
(10) Shelley became the son-in-law of this author of A Vindication of the Rights of Women, among other feminist works.
ANSWER: Mary Wollstonecraft
(10) One of Wollstonecraft’s works, Original Stories from Real Life, was illustrated by this author of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and Visions of the Daughters of Albion.
ANSWER: William Blake

Given the organization system, name the composer, FTPE.  You’ll get 5 points if you need works.
(10) RV, organized by Peter Ryom (ree-OHM)
(5) The operas Semimmide and La fida Ninfa, as well as a work based on four sonnets he allegedly wrote himself.
ANSWER: Antonio Vivaldi
(10) KV, organized by Ludwig von Köchel (KOH-chul)
(5) The Jupiter Symphony and more likely than not “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”
ANSWER: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(10) BWV, organized by Wolfgang Schmieder (SHMY-der)
(5) A famous Mass in B Minor and a bunch of Passions
ANSWER: Johann Sebastian Bach

Name these works of Picasso FTPE: 
1. This 1902 painting, during the Blue Period, features an emaciated man and his instrument.
A: The Old Guitarist
2. This 1907 painting from the African Period depicts four nude women in a brothel.
A: Les Mademoiselles D'Avignon
3. This 1905 Rose Period painting achieved a record high price at a 2004 auction, when it sold for $104.1 million dollars.
A: Garcon a la pipe

The Cabinet is no place to be for a presidential hopeful.  Given the failed presidential candidate, name the cabinet position he or she held, FTPE.
(10) Stewart Udall held this post for the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations before serving as campaign manager for his brother Mo’s failed candidacy in 1976.
ANSWER: Secretary of the Interior
(10) Ed Muskie was the 1968 Democratic vice presidential candidate and 1972 presidential candidate, before settling in this Carter Administration post.
ANSWER: Secretary of State
(10) Tommy Thompson held this post in the Bush Administration before fleeing a sinking ship and is now a 2008 Republican presidential candidate with a snowball’s chance in Hell of getting nominated.
ANSWER: Secretary of Health and Human Services

Very few people can claim their wives died after their dresses caught fire.  FTPE:
(10) This poet could have done so after his wife’s passing in 1861.  He is known for producing the first American translation of Dante’s Divine Comedy and was a member of the Fireside Poets.
ANSWER: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(10) One of Longfellow’s most famous works is this epic poem, which describes the betrothal of the titular girl.
ANSWER: Evangeline 
 (10) This poem was written in the same meter as the Finnish epic, the Kalevala.  It describes the legend of the title character and his love, Minnehaha.
ANSWER: The Song of Hiawatha



Answer these questions about the hottest new TV historical drama, The Tudors, FTPE. (cleanup)
(10) Jonathan Rhys-Meyers is ludicrously cast as this central figure of the Tudor dynasty (the question-writer thinks it was because John Goodman was busy).  Not like you need any help, but he wrote Defense of the Seven Sacraments.
ANSWER: Henry VIII of England (editor's note: the condition of being fat can change over time)
(10) Natalie Dormer is cast as this luscious temptress and Henry’s future second wife.
ANSWER: Anne Boleyn (prompt on “Anne”)
(10) The author of this question imagines that, should the show prove a success, Jessica Biel will eventually be cast as this staunch Catholic Tudor who took the throne in 1553.  She married Felipe II of Spain and killed a lot of people.
ANSWER: Mary I of England or “Bloody Mary”

Our very own “Ghetto Bonus” to fit the theme of this tournament.  Well, that’s what our President called it anyway.  Rap music, FTPE.
(10) This artist born Stanley Kirk Burrell had a single in 2001 called Pop Yo Collar, featuring various collar pops: “The Butta Fly Pop”, “The Phat Daddy Pop”, “Pop’n It Up”, “In Pop Nito”, “The Wrap Around Pop”, “The Mash Pop”, the “Not So Fast Pop”, “He Drove Now”, “The Puppet Pop”, “The River Pop”, “Deliver the Pop”, “Pop’n Off”, and “Look Who Popped Up”.  Notably, few of his shirts had collars.  Just to make this fair, he also did “Too Legit to Quit”, and “U Can’t Touch This”.
ANSWER: MC Hammer
(10) This recent reality gadfly was originally the weirder, more anti-semitic half of Public Enemy.
ANSWER: Flava Flav (William Drayton)
(10) One of rap's pioneers, he led the Furious Five and authored one of early rap's greatest jams, "The Message".
A: Grandmaster Flash

That damned Meryl Streep is everywhere, particularly playing women unlucky in love.  Given a description of her role and the star-crossed romance, name the film, FTPE.  
(10) Karen von Blixen-Finecke (FIN-i-keh) “tends the coffee plantation” with all-around adventurer Denys before he dies in a plane crash, leaving her forlorn (Streep was nominated for an Oscar).
ANSWER: Out of Africa
(10) Italian war-bride Francesca Johnson “tours the countryside” with National Geographic photographer Robert Kincaid before they part ways and she returns to her depressing domestic existence (Streep was nominated for an Oscar).
ANSWER: The Bridges of Madison County
(10) Aunt Josephine is beguiled by the charms of Captain Julio Sham, who kidnaps her and feeds her to the lachrymose leeches, but not before using her as bait to trap the Baudelaire children (Streep was inexcusably snubbed by the Academy).
ANSWER: Lemony Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events

“These are the times that try mens’ souls…”, and “Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered…”  Answer the following relating to the source of these lines FTPE.
(10) Published from December 1776 through September 1777, this series of pamphlets contained the above quotes, addressing both British and Americans, in support of the Revolution.
ANSWER: The American Crisis (check if Crisis Papers is acceptable)
(10) This author of The American Crisis also wrote The Age of Reason, as well as another well-known pamphlet, Common Sense.
ANSWER: Thomas Paine
(10) In this work published in Paris in 1797, Paine claims that the earth is the common property of all humanity, and as such, every man should be born into property.  It often sounds rather socialist.
ANSWER: Agrarian Justice

Questions about an ancient tragedy FTPE.
(10) A major topic of this play is the moral dilemma the Queen of Corinth faces when she decides to kill her kids to get back at her philanderous husband.
ANSWER: Medea
(10) Medea was written by this dramatist of 5th century Athens.  He also wrote Wise Melanippe, Captive Melanippe, Hypsipyle, and Stheneboea.
ANSWER: Euripides
(10) At the end of the play, Medea flies off in the chariot of Helios, a common type of Greek dramatic contraption known by this Latin term.
ANSWER: deus ex machina

International politics.  Well, the questions are all about one country, just not the US.  So, in a sense, national politics, FTPE. (Rewrite second clue w/information from 1st)
(10) Leader of the bloodless 1999 coup in Pakistan, this President agreed to aid the US in the War on Terror, thereby allowing Operation Enduring Freedom to commence.
ANSWER: President Pervez Musharraf 
(10) When Musharraf assumed the presidency, he succeeded this man as head of state in Pakistan.
A:  Muhammad Rafiq Tarar 
(10) This is the name of the 2006 memoir written by Musharraf.  The Wall Street Journal took offense at it being called an autobiography, suggesting that it was more of an “auto-hagiography”. 
ANSWER: In the Line of Fire: A Memoir


